CHILDREN’S GOVERNMENT
Meeting action points
Date

11.01.19

Start time

2.45pm

Finish time

3.15pm

main entrance

Location

Notes and Actions

Owner

Due date

Mrs I

asap

Mrs I

Asap

Matters arising
 Playground accidents
ISSUE: people are getting hurt in the playground
ACTION: we need to perhaps give a written message to each class to let them know
what they should do, remind them about how to behave at playtime; remind them
about good manners; want to survey the classes about what they would suggest
IMPACT: the children decided that they wanted me to email all the teachers to ask them
to talk to the class about this issue. I am also to contact senior MDSAs about this issue.
1.

Adult Eco Team met this week and discussed the issue of the raised beds
needing removing as they have now rotted. This led to a conversation about
alternative ‘growing’ areas. In light of the Children’s Government concerns
about safety in the playground the suggestion was made that perhaps we could
have stacks of tyres on the corner to force children to take a wider berth going
round that area.
Mrs Jones volunteered to source some free tyres for us and we plan to re-use the
soil from the raised beds, and potentially compost from the compost bins, to fill
the tyres. These can then be planted up.
Children’s Government very much in favour of this solution.
Parking
ISSUE: parking around school is dangerous and inconsiderate of our neighbours
ACTION:





2.




written to Anna Soubry MP – replied & coming!
written to FHT – replied with suggestions
written to parents
16.01.19 Y2 government ministers patrolled outside school with HT, DHT,
CoG, vice CoG and SBM, handing out flyers and putting letters on
windscreens
Have sent Dojo messages about parking to all parents
Have been sent some photos of ‘inconsiderate parking’ from parents

IMPACT:
We discussed what we would like to see happen to make things safer but agreed that
once we know when Anna Soubry is coming we will meet to create a more formal list to
present to her all our ideas.
The children also commented on the fact that we had not had any feedback from
parents. We will dojo parents asking for their thoughts and comments.

BOB

3.

ISSUE: children want to use BOB more
ACTION: write to the teachers; consider using after school; put signs up on BOB about
how to use it/treat with respect; limit number on BOB at any one tmie; write to PTFA
asking for their help; Mrs I to dojo ministers’ parents to explain nature of letter needed
IMPACT:
We will now send the letters to teachers and PTFA and see what kind of a response we
get. The children mentioned potentially being able to use BOB during playtimes and we
discussed the issues around ‘manning’ the library. The children thought it would be a

Mrs I

asap

good idea to have librarians, perhaps 2 on duty at a time. These librarians would be
trained and a younger child would always be with a Y2 child.
The children also suggested that taking shoes off would help keep BOB clean.
A card system would help limit the number of children who could be on at any one time.
AOB
Race Track: on-going. Mrs I to try to source some quotes for different surfaces in
different areas on KS1 side.
Meeting day: in light of changes to Mrs Ingram’s timetable, due to maternity cover, we
will meet on a Thursday from now on.

Date of next meeting: Thursday 24th January 2019 at 2.45pm in SLT Office

